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Upcoming Yagyas 

*  Ancestor Yagya Series in Varanasi
 -Shiva/Shakti Yagya - Sat. Oct 13
 -Ancestor Yagya on the Ganges - Sun. Oct 14
 -Ganga Yagya - Mon. Oct 15

*  Navaratri Yagya Series in Kanchipuram
 -Special Ganesha Yagya - Mon. Oct 15 
 -Navaratri - Tues. Oct 16 through Tues. Oct 23
 -Vijaya Dashami (Victory Day) Wed. Oct 24
 

Dear Yagya Friends,

August was a great month with our priests traveling to the Shiva temple in 
Ranjamundri, Andra Pradesh for the big 11 day yagya.  

There are so many great images from that event, that this edition of the newsletter 
will focus on that event alone.  The next newsletter will feature images from the 
September Ganesha/Lakshmi yagyas.  We’ll also offer a detailed description of the 
upcoming Ancestor and Navaratri Yagyas.  I expect to make it available the first 
week of October.

I hope you enjoy these images.  If you have suggestions or comments, I’m always 
interested in hearing them.  

Very best regards,

Ben Collins



The beautiful temple interior



The lush and verdant temple grounds



Preparing for the yagya series



Yagya ingredients - flowers, coconuts, fruit, milk, honey, etc



Performing the Daily Yagya - Rudra Abishekam



The priests and pundits chanting the Vedas



A fire yagya (havan) was performed every day



The final offering into the sacred yagya fire



Additional pujas were performed every day in the local temples



An especially beautiful Ganesha



The water, purified in the 11 day yagya, is poured over the lingam



The Shiva lingam and Parvati, the Divine Mother



All the priests and pundits who helped to perform this yagya



“Devas, animals, and men have no 
existence apart from the Light.  

When one is with the Light,  a Jiva 
(individual soul) is the same as the 

Sarvatman, the Self in all.”

-Dakshinamurti Stotra by Adi 
Shankara


